PYRAMID ALUMINIUM LTD
Pyramid Aluminium have been continually
manufacturing since 1995, supplying the trade
with aluminium windows, doors, patios and
commercial doors. As a family run business, we
always push to exceed expectation and deliver
the highest possible quality product available. Our
manufacturing facility in the heart of the West
Midlands uses the most up to date machinery
and methods to manufacture all of our aluminium
products.
Here at Pyramid Aluminium you can be assured
you have a team dedicated to your every possible
need.
We manufacture all of our products using our
own custom designed profile for all our general

OUR SERVICES

products.
Pyramid Aluminium offer both small and large
volumes of easy-to-install aluminium windows
and doors using innovative profile systems.

BIFOLD DOORS

Pyramid Aluminium provide an integrated system
featuring an extensive selection of windows,
doors, hardware compatibility and complimentary
accessories in a variety of styles and finishes.
As a trade only supplier we can guarantee that

SLIDING PATIO DOORS

WINDOWS

DOORS

we will not be in competition with our customers
and are able to offer our products at the most
competitive price.

BIFOLD DOORS
Pyramid Aluminium Slimfold bi-folding doors are the perfect choice for customers who wish to let the outside in.
Our bi-folding doors are designed to allow maximum light into your rooms and give to optimum views at the same time.
Slimfold doors are designed and manufactured in a way that allows anyone to effortlessly fold and slide the panels away to
open the area up.
Pyramid Aluminium Slimfold doors are manufactured in a choice of stock colours and finishes. There are also over 150
different RAL colours available.
Our stock range of colours include:
Anthracite Grey
White
Black
Anthracite Grey on White
Here at Pyramid Aluminium we have hardware options that compliment any colour you select. We offer black, white, chrome
and gold as standard. We understand that security is a key part for any of our customers, that is why all of our Slimfold
bi-folding doors come with Winkhaus multi point locking system as standard.
All our bi-folding doors are thermally broken to help achieve u value of 1.6.
When we manufacture your bi-folding doors, we complete on work on a completion jig. This allows us to ensure all areas of
your door are working correctly and quality checked ready for your fitting.
There are many different configurations available when choosing your bi-folding doors. Here at Pyramid Aluminium we can
manufacture your doors to any size that is required.
We can manufacture our Slimfold bi-folding doors to a maximum leaf size of 1100mm W x 2400mm H.
Pyramid Aluminium offer all Slimfold doors with a choice of three cills: 160mm, 180mm & 190mm cill.

SLIDING PATIO DOORS
Pyramid Aluminium are pleased to offer our Purelight sliding patio system.
Purelight sliding patio doors allow you to flood your rooms with natural light with amazing unobstructed views.
Here at Pyramid Aluminium we offer the choice of standard sliding patio or our stunning lift and slide patio. Double track and
triple track options are also available.
All our Purelight sliding patios come thermally broken, improving insulation and allowing your home to remain warm.
All RAL colours are available for our range with stock colours being :

Grey
White
Black
Grey on White

WINDOWS
UNITHERM ALUMINIUM WINDOWS
Pyramid Aluminium Unitherm Casement Window range
offers a complete flexibility with numerous combinations
available, including top hung sashes, side hung sashes,
dummy sashes and fixed lights.
These combinations make our Aluminium Windows perfect
for both domestic and commercial projects.
Here at Pyramid Aluminium we offer internally beaded and
externally beaded options. The externally beaded gives you
a stunning featured sash while the internally beaded option
offers a very stunning flush contemporary finish.
All Unitherm windows are thermally broken to help give a
warm home with low U-Values.
Unitherm aluminium windows are available with shoot bolt
lock system and a choice of handle colours.

DOORS
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL DOORS
Here at Pyramid Aluminium we offer a wide range of
domestic and commercial entrance door. Each door has its
own benefits depending on the use you require.
All domestic doors include the following feature:
Fully thermally broken
5 point multi locking system
Lever handles with the options of keyed alike
Butt Hindges
All of our commercial doors have many options to suit the
needs of the client:
Thermally broken / Non thermally broken
Concealed door closures
Hook locks, latch locks, finger bolts and electronic strike
kits can also be fitted
Anti finger trap
Pyramid Aluminium offer all RAL colours for our door
products but are subject to lead time changes.

Please find your documents in the
sleeve behind.
If you have any questions, please
contact us on the details below:

